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" In the lunchtime, users are mostly tourists, people working 
in restaurants, offices, and adjacent construction sites. Since 
restaurants are always crowded in lunchtime, some of them prefer 
to eat their lunch in the park. "

Site Condition

The users of the park vary on weekdays and 
weekend. On weekdays, teachers bring kindergarten 
kids to the amphitheater to play in the morning. 
In the lunchtime, users are mostly tourists, people 
working in restaurants, offices, and adjacent 
construction sites. Since restaurants are always 
crowded in lunchtime, some of them prefer to eat 
their lunch in the park. After climbing up the steep 
Stone Slab Street, most of them would take a rest 
in the four pavilions of the park located beside the 
street. Visitors of the Tai Kwun Museum would also 
go down to the Stone Slab Street and take a rest 
in the park. The graffiti and the unique cityscape 
view also make the park become a photography 
attraction for tourists. However, many users only 
sit in those four pavilions or the amphitheater as 
they do not want to climb up or go downstairs. 
The park is also a smoking place for office and 
restaurant staff. The huge amount of people visit the 
park in the lunchtime, and the park gets quiet after 
sunset with few visitors drinking beer and chatting.  
 
On Sunday, Filipino domestic helpers are the primary 

users in the park. They enjoy the spaciousness and 
quietness of the park. Every Sunday, they bring poker 
cards, mats, and home-cooked food to the park. 
Some of them may arrive early to get better seats in 
the pavilion; thus, they can enjoy their lunch with 
friends. In terms of the space, they utilize cardboard 
and plastic bags to define their own “room” under 
the pavilions. Some of them gamble with poker cards 
and bingo after lunch as a leisure activity while 
others take a rest and chat.  Another group of Filipino 
domestic helpers visit the park in the afternoon after 
going to church in the morning. They will dance and 
sing together in the amphitheater after finishing their 
lunch. The other major users on Sunday are tourists 
and restaurant workers. They mostly take a rest in 
the park for a short period. The park gets quiet at 
night.

The Lok Hing Lane Temporary Sitting-out Area, a multi-level park, is located in a steep 
slope beside Pottinger Street. There are two entrances along Pottinger Street. There is 
a small temple located next to the lower entrance. Surrounded by the back façades of 
mixed-use high-rise buildings, the other upper entrance is on Wo On Lane. The park is the 
juncture between Pottinger Street and Wo On lane. Many pedestrians pass the stairs in 
the park to escalate to Pottinger Street or go down to the Wo On lane. Pottinger Street is 
also known as the "Stone Slab Street" due to the uneven granite pavement on the street. 
It becomes a popular photo shooting attraction for tourists, pre-wedding couples, and 
even local television. The Wo On Lane is a quiet street with few restaurants alongside.  

Activities

The park can be divided into three sections. The lower level is a curved amphitheater 
facing towards Wo On Lane. The middle level is composed of the curved multi-level 
sitting-out area. There are four pavilions providing four seats per each at the upper-
level juxtaposing along the steep Pottinger street. The ivy growing on the canopy on top 
of the pavilion offers shading for the users. In addition, the park is surrounded by high-
rise buildings, and the graffiti was painted on the rear façades of them. It becomes an 
intriguing cityscape to tourists and local producer. They usually use these walls as the 
visual background of their photos and films. Fewer users stay in the amphitheater and the 
middle-level area, for people do not prefer going down or climbing upstairs. The lack of 
tall vegetations and close distance to restaurants result in the undesirable air quality in 
the park. 

The Park
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Site plan of Lok Hing lane garden



Plan of Lok Hing lane garden

" Surrounded by the back façades of different 
mixed-use high rise buildings, the park is the 
connection between the Pottinger Street and the 
Wo On lane."



Isometric of Lok Hing lane garden

" The park can be divided into three parts: the lower level 
with an amphitheater facing the Wo On Lane, the upper level 
with four pavilions with seats along the steep Pottinger street 
and the multi-level sitting-out on the middle level."



01. Panorama of Lok Hing lane garden



02. Panorama of Lok Hing lane garden



03. Panorama of Lok Hing lane garden
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